This article analyzes the current status of the common interest doctrine within the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Generally, courts within the Fourth Circuit hold that for the common interest doctrine to apply, the parties must have a nearly identical interest that is legal in nature, though the interest may also have a commercial component. However, there is an implication that an adverse party is required, which means that at least contemplated litigation is a prerequisite. Clients having a common legal interest with another party would be well advised not to share information with that party outside the presence of counsel, and preferably should only do so after executing a written common interest agreement. We provide at the end of this paper a common interest doctrine checklist to aid in determining whether a contemplated situation would meet the requirements for application of the common interest doctrine.

Definition and Requirements
The common interest doctrine is “an extension of the attorney-client privilege”¹ or the work-product doctrine,² and “applies when two or more parties consult or retain an attorney concerning a legal matter in which they share a common interest.”³ Accordingly, the common interest doctrine requires an underlying privilege — either the attorney-client privilege or the work-product doctrine.⁴ And “applies when two or more parties consult or retain an attorney concerning a legal matter in which they share a common interest.”³

In the Fourth Circuit, the requirements of the underlying privileges are similar to those in other circuits. First, the attorney-client privilege applies only if the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought to become a client; the person to whom the communication was made is a member of the bar of a court or his subordinate and is acting as a lawyer in connection with this communication; the communication relates to a fact of which the attorney was informed by his client without the presence of strangers, for the primary purpose of securing either an opinion on law or legal services or assistance in some legal proceeding, and not for the purpose of committing a crime or tort; and the privilege has been claimed and not waived by the client.⁵ In short, the attorney-client privilege applies “only to confidential disclosures by a client to an attorney made in order to obtain legal assistance.”⁶

Second, the work product doctrine “protects an attorney’s work done in preparation for litigation” and therefore requires pending or anticipated litigation.⁷ A party asserting work product privilege must show “as to each document, that the work product in question was prepared by, or under the direction of, an attorney and, was prepared in anticipation of litigation.”⁸ The purpose of the work product doctrine is to prevent a party from benefitting unfairly from the opposing party’s counsel’s time in gathering facts relevant to litigation when those facts were ascertainable by both parties. The doctrine also safeguards the mental impressions and opinions of an attorney to ensure that the lawyer is “free to advise clients and prepare their cases for trial without undue interference.”⁹

Courts generally require that the parties show the existence of an underlying privilege for
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the common interest doctrine and disclose the communication at a time when they shared a common interest,\textsuperscript{10} shared the communication in furtherance of that common interest,\textsuperscript{11} and have not waived the privilege.\textsuperscript{12} The burden of showing compliance with these requirements is on the party seeking to apply the common interest doctrine.\textsuperscript{13} These requirements are generally required by all courts that apply the common interest doctrine. What follows are certain particularities of the common interest doctrine within the Fourth Circuit.

**“Common Interest” within the Fourth Circuit**

The seminal case \textit{DuPlan Corp. v. Deering Milliken Inc.} dealt at length with the common interest doctrine and is widely cited within and outside of the Fourth Circuit. \textit{DuPlan} required that the “common interest” between the parties be identical and pertain to a legal interest.\textsuperscript{14} Since \textit{DuPlan}, courts have not consistently required that the interest be identical, but often merely state that the interest be common, consistent with the current name of the doctrine. For example, in 2005 in \textit{In re Grand Jury Subpoena}, the Fourth Circuit did not require that the interest be identical, but stated that “[f]or the privilege to apply, the proponent must establish that the parties had some common interest about a legal matter” and that “some form of joint strategy is necessary.”\textsuperscript{15} Similarly, in 1990 the Fourth Circuit stated “persons who share a common interest in litigation should be able to communicate with their respective attorneys and with each other to more effectively prosecute or defend their claims.”\textsuperscript{16}

Although courts have not consistently required an identical interest, courts have required that the interest be legal in nature: “the common interest doctrine applies when two or more parties consult or retain an attorney concerning a legal matter in which they share a common interest”;\textsuperscript{17} “[t]o be entitled to the protection of this privilege the parties must first share a common interest about a legal matter”;\textsuperscript{18} “[t]he common interest doctrine permits parties whose legal interests coincide to share privileged materials with one another in order to more effectively prosecute or defend their claims.”\textsuperscript{19}

The doctrine’s requirement that the parties’ interest be legal in nature is understandable given that the attorney-client privilege — the very privilege from which the doctrine extends — requires the privileged communication to involve legal subject matter.\textsuperscript{20}

Nevertheless, despite the explicit requirement that the common interest be legal in nature, the Fourth Circuit recognizes that the parties’ common interest may be both legal and commercial, and the commercial nature of the interest does not negate application of the doctrine. “The fact that there may be an overlap of a commercial and legal interest for a third party does not negate the effect of the legal interest in establishing a community of interest.”\textsuperscript{21}

**Who Can Have a Common Interest?**

Previously, only criminal codefendants in pending litigation could have a common interest under what was termed the “joint defense privilege.” In fact, the Supreme Court of Virginia was the first court to recognize the joint defense privilege, and it did so by extending the attorney-client privilege to communications between criminal codefendants made in the presence of counsel.\textsuperscript{22} The rationale was that the codefendants could have hired the same attorney, so to encourage the free flow of information to produce the most effective legal advice, communications between the codefendants and their corresponding counsel should also be protected by the attorney-client privilege.\textsuperscript{23} Thus, it is clear that although courts frequently state that the common interest doctrine applies only “when two or more parties consult or retain an attorney”;\textsuperscript{24} each party may retain its own attorney, because “the counsel of each [is] in effect the counsel of all.”\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, the privilege

...the Supreme Court of Virginia was the first court to recognize the joint defense privilege, and it did so by extending the attorney-client privilege to communications between criminal codefendants made in the presence of counsel.

extends to multiple parties, each having its own counsel, rather than just multiple parties having joint counsel.

The “joint defense privilege” was not extended to civil codefendants until 1942, when
the Supreme Court of Minnesota in *Schmitt v. Emery* extended the privilege. The name “joint defense privilege” was eventually changed to the “common interest doctrine” because the privilege was extended to coplaintiffs as well as parties not in pending litigation. The Fourth Circuit explicitly recognized the expansion of the joint defense privilege to the common interest doctrine in 1990:

> Whether an action is ongoing or contemplated, whether the jointly interested persons are defendants or plaintiffs, and whether the litigation or potential litigation is civil or criminal, the rationale for the joint defense rule remains unchanged: persons who share a common interest in litigation should be able to communicate with their respective attorneys and with each other to more effectively prosecute or defend their claims.27

Thus, a common interest may be found among defendants or plaintiffs regardless of whether they are in civil or criminal litigation.

With regard to the requisite type of interest the parties must have, the *DuPlan* court explained that the key consideration in determining whether a sufficient common interest exists between two or more parties is “the nature of the common interest as it relates to the action of the attorney.”28 In *DuPlan*, although the patent holder and the exclusive licensee engaged in a transaction “which necessitated the services of an attorney who represented the interests of both parties to the transaction,” the common interest of the patent holder who was a party to the pending litigation and a nonparty exclusive licensee was not sufficiently legal in nature.29 The court reasoned that the exclusive licensee would only benefit financially from the patent holder’s legal success and, therefore, there was no common legal interest between the patent holder and the exclusive licensee. Therefore, the communications that occurred during the licensing transaction were not entitled to the exception of waiver under the common interest doctrine.30 As explained below, if the parties had an identifiable adverse party, the court would have been more likely to find a common legal interest.

**Is an Adverse Party Required?**

Until 1996, the implication was that litigation needed to be pending for a common interest to exist. However, in *Aramony* the Fourth Circuit adopted the Second Circuit’s reasoning in *United States v. Schwimmer*,31 and stated “it is unnecessary that there be actual litigation in progress for this privilege to apply.”32 Since *Aramony*, courts in the Fourth Circuit have not required litigation to be in progress.33 The District Court for the District of Maryland explained this principle by stating that the litigation “may be actual, pending or contemplated against a common adversary.”34 Thus, while actual litigation need not be in progress, there is an implication that litigation must at least be contemplated against (or threatened by) an adverse party for there to be a sufficient common interest among the parties.

The Fourth Circuit has declined to address whether an adverse party is a prerequisite for invoking the common interest doctrine. In *Hunton & Williams v. United States Dept. of Justice*, Hunton & Williams relied on a Third Circuit case (*Haines v. Liggett Group Inc.*35) to argue that the common interest doctrine only applies when there is an adverse party.36 The Fourth Circuit stated, “[w]e need not address the issue here” because there was “ample evidence to support the district court’s conclusion” that there was an adverse party.37 While *Haines* from the Third Circuit involved the joint defense privilege and therefore required an adverse party (that is, a plaintiff adverse to multiple defendants), the fact that the Fourth Circuit skirted the issue in *Hunton & Williams* leaves a faint implication that at least a potential identifiable adverse party is required for the common interest doctrine to apply. Courts within the Fourth Circuit have yet to apply the common interest doctrine in the absence of contemplated, threatened, or pending litigation.

Requiring litigation (contemplated or otherwise) for the common interest doctrine to apply,

The Fourth Circuit has declined to address whether an adverse party is a prerequisite for invoking the common interest doctrine.
however, is unfounded. The common interest doctrine “applies not only to communications subject to the attorney-client privilege, but also to communications protected by the work-product doctrine.”38 While the work-product doctrine requires litigation (because it protects an attorney’s work done in preparation for litigation), the attorney-client privilege does not require litigation, or even contemplated litigation.39 Therefore, it does not follow that litigation (pending or contemplated) is required for a court to find that a common legal interest between two parties exists. Nevertheless, because of this unpredictability, one would be well advised not to share information with a third party in the absence of at least contemplated or threatened litigation against an identifiable adverse party.

Waiver of Attorney-Client Privilege
The common interest doctrine does not apply if the parties have waived the underlying privilege,40 and the underlying privilege may be waived if at least one attorney is not present. As recognized by the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, “the Fourth Circuit has implied that an attorney must be on either end of the communication.”41 But who may be on the other side of the communication without waiving the privilege? If one of the parties is a corporation, for example, to whom may an attorney communicate? When determining who the attorney-client privilege extends to, courts often apply, first, the control group test and, second, the subject matter test.42 Under the control group test, “the main consideration is whether the particular representative of the client, to whom or from whom the communication is made, is involved in rendering information necessary to the decision-making process concerning a problem on which legal advice is sought.”43 Therefore, in the corporate setting the control group test should not be viewed as limiting communications between the attorney and the group that controls the corporation, but merely as limiting communications between the attorney and the individuals that control the information necessary for the attorney to render legal advice. For example, in a patent case a patent attorney may need to speak to “the corporate technical personnel down in the ranks” rather than the chair of the board who “probably could not explain the problem well enough” for the attorney to be able to render legal patent advice.44

After satisfying the control group test, the subject matter test is simply satisfied if the communication is “incident to a request for, or the rendition of, legal advice.”45 Accordingly, the attorney-client privilege and the common interest doctrine protect communications that are between an attorney and people that control the information necessary for the attorney to render legal advice if those communications are for the purpose of requesting or giving legal advice. In sum, clients (joint or otherwise) that have a common interest would be well advised to avoid direct client-to-client communications made outside the presence of counsel because those communications will not be protected under the attorney-client privilege, and the common interest doctrine, therefore, would not apply to those communications.

Does the Doctrine Require a Written Agreement?
The Fourth Circuit does not require a written confidentiality or common interest agreement.46 However, “[w]hile [the] agreement need not assume a particular form, an agreement there must be.”47 Agreements are best manifested by a writing, and a written agreement helps the parties meet their burden of proof that the shared information was made in confidence and that they do indeed have a common interest.48 Accordingly, it is best to have a written agreement, whether it be named a confidentiality agreement, a joint defense agreement, a joint prosecution agreement, or a common interest agreement, and should preferably include a statement that the purpose of the information exchange is to further a common legal interest between the parties.49

Who Can Waive the Common Interest Doctrine?
As recognized in the seminal Chahoon case, which established the joint defense privilege, “the privilege belongs to each and all of the clients, and cannot be released without the consent of all of them.”50 Courts within the Fourth Circuit uphold the principle that the privilege must be waived by each party unless the original parties are now opposed in litigation.51
Common Interest Doctrine Checklist

The following checklist may be used to determine whether courts within the Fourth Circuit would apply the common interest doctrine to a communication:

- Does the communication, before being shared with a third party, satisfy either the attorney-client privilege or the work product doctrine?
- Do the parties seeking to enter a common interest agreement share a common interest?
- Is the common interest legal in nature with respect to the actions of the attorney(s)? In other words, is the purpose of the communication that is to be shared with a third party to secure primarily either an opinion on law or legal services or assistance in a legal proceeding?
- Is litigation at least contemplated against a potential identifiable adverse party?
- Is an attorney on at least one side of the communication?
- Is there an express agreement between the parties that a common interest exists between them?
- Is the communication made after there is an express agreement between the parties and in furtherance of the common interest?
- Is the communication made in confidence?
- Have the parties collectively waived the privilege?

The common interest doctrine has evolved over the years and will continue to evolve. What remains true, however, is that the more identical and the more legal the common interest is between the parties, the more likely courts are to find that the common interest doctrine applies and, therefore, find nonwaiver of communications shared between those parties. Nevertheless, because courts within the Fourth Circuit have yet to hold that litigation — pending or contemplated — is not required, clients would be well advised not to share information with a third party in the absence of at least contemplated litigation against an identifiable adverse party.
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